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CRYS TA L E X CZ, s.r.o.
is the largest Czech manufacturer
of drinking glasses – with a turnover of € 40 million. The company
successfully sells its products in more
than 80 countries around the world.
You will find our basic offer of manufactured stemware, tumblers, decanting carafes, vases, and wide
range of decorations in the
new Catalogue 2020.
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Crystalex CZ, s.r.o. owns a number of trademarks. The most important of these is the “Bohemia Crystal” brand (respectively “Bohemia Glass”), which, in the 1960s became the most used trademark for the export of glass of Czechoslovakia in that time. Since 2010, the sole owner of this brand is the company Crystalex CZ. The trademark “Bohemia
Crystal” is registered in many countries around the world and it became synonymous with quality Czech glass.

Excellent brilliance
Brillance éclatante

Pressure sustainability
Résistance à la pression

Amazing sound
Sonorité parfaite

Temperature resistance
Résistance à la température

Impact strenght
Solidité lors de l´impact

Dishwasher safe
Passe au lave-vaisselle

HI-TECH CRYSTAL GLASS

The crystal glass mass named Sparkle excels due to its optical properties – especially
outstanding brilliance – but also due to superb mechanical and chemical resistance. The
articles withstand thousand washing cycles in a dishwasher without visible changes, they
offer excellent resistance to thermal shocks and also a great mechanical resistance. More
information on its properties, and tests including their conditions can be found at Crystalex.cz.
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MODERN
COLLECTION

Our Modern Collections consist of
a range of stemware series. They mainly include series made by the modern
technology of joining the bowl and the
stem. Naturally, the resulting product is
much better and closer to hand-made
products. At present, this collection offers a broad range of series.

TULIPA

TULIPA

TULIPA OPTIC

„Touch your lips with glass tulips“
As nature gave birth to the tulip, an idea and desire
for beauty gave birth to a collection inspired by a ﬂower
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WAT E R S E T S

Kate set

Xtra set

Giselle set

Barline set
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MACHINE
CUTTING

The meticulous and elegant
machine cutting is reflected in
the decor of the glass which
bring everlasting sparkle to
every precious moment.
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PA NT O GR A P H

Is the most demanding technology boasting
more than 150 years old history. Decor creation is executed in several stages. At first, glass
is covered by wax, then decor is engraved precisely into it by force of needles. Subsequently, glass is immersed into etching bath, which
completes the decor through its reaction with
glass. Decoration realized in such way can be
further enhanced by golden rims or spraying.
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S P R AY E D

Increasingly used machine and handmade
technique, which offers an ample selection
of shades, tones, and types of colors, whether they are coating, transparent, glossy,
matt, or modern metallic ones.

Painted rims
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PAINTED

Glass is hand decorated by various types of colors (cold ones, processed by heat or etc.), prospectively by gold or platinum. Mainly,
floral and ornamental patterns are created by this technique.
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E N G R AV E D

Both hand and machine made. Its principals consist in use of a small disc on
its perimeter, there are placed tiny diamond pieces, which incise conspicuous
and elegant decors under a stream of
running water.
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SCREEN
PRINTED

Recent technology that introduces
simplicity and speed into decor realization. It is both machine- and
handmade. At first, it is necessary
to prepare a screen – stencil, that
contains respective pattern. Subsequently, particular articles are
printed by force of pressing selected color through the screen.
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Decorative projects are represented
by carefully selected successful decors packed in attractive offset boxes.
New collection Cross and Up will
attract your attention in the upcoming
season 2020 and will be enriched by

Cross

famous combination black and white.

Black & white

HoReCa
The Horeca program forms a traditional part of Crystalex

...serving professionals

assortment range, offering a rainbow of stemware and tumbler lines, but also a lot of accessories, for HoReCa segment.

N E W S H A P E I N S P I R AT I O N S B Y H O R E C A

VEGA
‘Elegant rims and straight
lines highlight the outstanding
purity of the crystalline glass.
The robust stem completes this
compact and timeless design.

D E LTA
The precisely shaped stem
supporting the crown gives
this design its majestic appearance. Optical decoration emphasises the exceptionality of the moment
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